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Strategic Plan Survey

Please select the 3 actions you feel are most important to achieving a vibrant and 

growing economy in Kawartha Lakes.

Please select the 3 actions you feel are most important to achieving an exceptional 

quality of life in Kawartha Lakes.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Provide more parking

Create an Innovation Centre

Enhance tourism

Support and promote arts and culture

Encourage new retail development

Increase the profile & visibility of Kawartha Lakes

Support downtown revitalization

Ensure high speed broadband is available

Connect to GO Transit

Expand local employment

Develop a long-term strategy for roads

Attract businesses to Kawartha Lakes

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Develop an archive program to preserve history

Beautification efforts increased

Strengthen existing cultural and heritage assets

Develop a community Safety and Well Being Plan

Enhance community involvement

Develop linked trail system

Improve accessibility and be age-friendly

Encourage active transportation - walking and cycling

Increase the supply of affordable housing

Develop a long term plan for roads

Enhance access to community and health services
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Strategic Plan Survey

Please select the 3 actions you feel are most important to achieving a healthy 

environment in Kawartha Lakes.

Please select the 3 actions you feel are most important to achieving good 

governance in the City of Kawartha Lakes.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Manage aggregate resources

Reduce greenhouse gases

Update the City's community preparedness plan

Execute the Healthy Environment Plan

Execute the Integrated Waste Management Strategy

Encourage active transportation

Sustainable development

Protect prime agricultural land

Protect and enhance water quality

Protect our lakes and rivers

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Create a diversity plan

Complete Secondary Plans

Establish defined service levels

Accessing infrastructure funding

Zoning by-law consolidation

Create a succession plan

Open Data - providing more information online

Build organizational resiliency

Strategy for financial reserves

Reduce or consolidate by-laws and policies

Become an employer of choice

Sale of surplus municipal buildings and land

Stable tax increases

Continuous improvement

Using technology effectively

Environmentally efficient municipal infrastructure

Enhance communications

Streamline the planning and building process

Provide exceptional customer service

Ensure municipal assets are maintained and well managed

Ensure fiscally responsible service delivery
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Strategic Plan Survey

VISION
Imagine the City of Kawartha Lakes in 10-20 years. What does our community 

look like to you?
Alive, fun, vibrant down towns with a great mix of stores, restaurants, bars and patios, with 

hours that cater to everyone - days, evenings, weekends.

The community is inclusive, innovative, proactive, productive, responsible, resilient, balanced 

by attainable options for housing and work - where past stumbles do not determine future 

opportunities and decisions.
Strong and resilient - economy, community, environment

Natural - peaceful, beautiful, resilient

Active - energy, joie to vivre

Inclusive and inviting

Better roads throughout the entire CKL. More community events, such as movies in the park. 

Art and musics festivals. Ribfest in Lindsay. Homecoming in Lindsay. Free bus rides at 

Christmas to see the Christmas lights. (With buses decorated for the holiday) Repaint a 

mural on the side of the building next to the Kent street parkette. (121 Kent st.w) More 

industry in Lindsay's east industrial park. 

My hope:  A transformed transportation system --walkers and cyclists,  electric cars, electric 

public transit.  Vital main streets and downtowns.   More money to libraries and libraries 

serving as community hubs in all of our communities.  A large cultural center with 

performance space for concert band, theatre, dance, etc. and gallery for artwork. 
Vibrant communities filled with a range of people (including more young people), 

entrepreneurs, small businesses and startups that help support the economy while providing 

the surrounding rural communities with amenities. Rural communities filled with a range of 

people, such as retirees, entrepreneurs, families. All connected with public transportation. 

Connectivity, whether it is digital, physical, etc., should be a priority.
A city with a vibrant arts community, economic growth with a wide range of jobs beyond 

services and manufacturing, that is appealing to people both young and old and is connected 

to the GTA.

More connected. Proud of our diversity of our people and our waters and land. 

I would like to think it will be prosperous, tourist destination, plentiful industry and jobs. If it's 

anything like the last 19 -20 years I am doubtful

An enhanced and expanded downtown area

A community in harmony with nature offering a lifestyle in keeping with our surroundings. 

Great Parks, walking trails, sound road infrastructure

My community will be environmentally robust, with areas to encompass the lifestyles of the 

diverse population.

Multi cultural where we can grow and prosper and age is not a factor. Where the young don't 

have to leave to prosper and the retired can enjoy all there is to offer in our community.
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Strategic Plan Survey

Well maintained and safe parks.

Better selection of shopping  - bring on the big box stores! Tired of travelling out of town to 

get what I need.

More industry in the core centres.

Hospital with up to date technology to accommodate our seniors.

The same with roads that don’t have pot holes 

A City where families want to live, work and play, and, visitors want to come to relax, have fun 

and enjoy the year round natural beauty  that this area has to offer.

A vibrant community with healthy downtown cores; healthy school system and opportunities 

for young children and youth to participate in a variety of activities; good health care; 

affordable housing for all; help for those who want to climb out of desperate conditions 

(addictions/abuse)

A close knit community, easily accessible by train, car or bus.  People who prefer not to 

commute can work at home with high speed, reliable Internet connectivity.

Diverse in age and culture, people will live in a “village” atmosphere of small towns rather 

than one big city.

Clean and well maintained streets. Several senior options for housing and health care. 

Vibrant with lots of unique shops and interesting activities for all ages. More active and public 

transportation usage. 

A safe clean progressive place to live.

I would like to see our Kawartha Community thriving. To be able to drive to some of our 

smaller towns and see them thriving and growing.
Pretty much like it does now. Touristy in the summer and quiet in the winter. 

Roads would be better and there would be more doctors available. 

Lindsay would see a growth in population and employment opportunities. 
Exceptional lifestyle would include all roads in cottage area be smooth and tourist and 

resident friendly. Chopped up, potholes make us look 3rd world

Growing community attracting young families with good jobs.

A mix of urban and rural living with heavy tourism for a thriving business community. 

Safe, peaceful, affordable, accessibility to services

Environmentally sustainable

A community that involves all of Kawartha Lakes not just the towns and cities. Fire, Police, 

ambulance services close to every resident. A solid roads plan, sports facilities and other 

recreational  amenities. Councillors who return calls and e-mails within 24 hours. Public 

transportation linking the surrounding areas to the city and towns that make this city great.

A fully accessible community. A fully integrated transit system encompassing all of the City. 

More industry to keep the younger generation in the district. Lots more trails and bicycle 

lanes and major roads with paved shoulders.

Hopefully the same hometown feel it has today 

An open for business community, with properly maintained roads and infastructure . A go to 

area for set up of unique shops. Clean well maintained parkland.

Vibrant arts, culture and heritage sector; attracting new residents.  Investment in and 

protection of the environment.   Better access to social housing. 

A community where people care for one another 
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Strategic Plan Survey

A balance between a thriving commercial community and nature. I would like it to have the 

niceties of civilization but keep a small town feel. Bobcaygeon has done a good job of that - 

and Fenelon is not far behind...
The City has focused on tourism and visitor based activities to drive people and business 

through the municipality.  Re-occurring festivals and activities that leverage natural features 

and attractions (e.g. TSW).  The City, with support of BIA's, local businesses and 

communities has fostered creation of a night life, with things to do past 7pm, expanded 

business operating hours, and greater breadth in restaurants and attractions

A vibrant,  safe and all encompassing community that honors people and the environment

A suburb of Toronto 

Responsible climate change advocate, Environmental and wildlife haven and roads that dont 

break axles!

I am hoping most will still be nature with clean lakes and rivers with the smaller towns still 

being the hubs where people can meet and discuss local issues.

Lakes, Retirement community. Lots of activities for seniors. Affordable housing. 

Parks, 
Vibrant, busy downtown, no empty stores.  Should be quaint like Port Perry.  Adequate 

parking.  Nicely developed neighbourhoods, where the homes are built with care.  Affordable 

housing for all, including low income residents and seniors who want homes that are built to 

suit their lifestyle (bungalows).  A hospital that is well-funded and can provide the service 

needed to an expanding, but aging population.  Enough doctors and health care providers for 

all residents.  A clean environment - clean waterways and streets.  
Our community should look prosperous, with an environmental conscience.  Clean 

waterways, parks, communities.  The less fortunate in our community need access to 

programs that will aide them in a step up in their situation.  And of course...the roads need 

constant improvement and repair.

A community connected to its roots and style while being updated to support more modern 

infrastructure to support  the needs of current and future inhabitants. 

Not much different than now, except more people and congestion

Thriving commercial businesses, ample jobs for all ages, and the entire street scape updated

Continue to develop and expand the services provided while maintaining the community first 

approach.  

Balanced budget, good roads and other infrastructure, administered efficiently with a minimal 

amount of red tape.  Focus on balancing need for a clean environment and sustainable 

growth.    

Our community looks green and open, not invaded by large box stores or invasions on 

important farm land. I think its key that the Kawartha lakes remains in connection with its 

roots, and strives to protect farm land and family farms that have operated for generations. It 

should also look green, with more trees shrubs planted to enhance the perception of our 

community. It is also legitimately green, with little/no litter and lots of opportunities for 

recycling and reusable or biodegradable options.

In one sentence, our community looks like it acknowledges its past but strives for a green 

future.    
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Strategic Plan Survey

Attention has been put to developing smaller towns instead of everything concentrating on 

Lindsay and it has started to show. Small manufacturing has taken advantage of cheaper 

land costs in the rural community and this has promoted increased housing and support 

businesses for those working at the facility
The community is a great place to live, work and play...where you enjoy the night sky instead 

of street lights...where the lag in your morning commute is from farm tractors, turtle crossings 

and deer, not an infinite number of cars...
Something other than a dormitory community of ex-pat GTA’ers. A community whose tax 

base is diverse with secondary industries. 

Affordable, safe, many jobs especially for young people

A Nice, Country Community to which I can raise my family. 

I would like to see City be ahead of the game and not riding the coat tales of other 

municipalities. Be a leader. We need to bring in business and the rest will follow. Spend the 

money before something is needed! Parks are improving, housing is improving, water is 

getting expensive, need to offer more for waste, composting facility, use of our own quarries, 

less contracting out
Nature, recreation, low stress, family, progressive/modern. Close enough to the big cities to 

enjoy them, but far enough out to enjoy nature. Don't want to be seen as a back-

water/hickville - must also be progressive and offer the same modern conveniences as cities 

(ie broadband, e-government, Smart City).Young families teleworking from their lake property 

and spending tons of time with the kids. Young locals staying in the community because they 

can work their city job remotely from CKL. Seniors feeling safe and well connected with 

support and family through fast social media.  

More things for teenagers to do in the community, better park at Tommy Anderson Park for 

younger children. 
Infrastructure to maintain a growing economy while recognizing and enhancing the unique 

nature of Kawartha LAKES.

We have to acknowledge that climate change is real and we must  put in place systems to 

keep our waterways live and usable by all

Economically stable with good jobs that attract young families.
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Strategic Plan Survey

More jobs.

Increased community support - although hopefully, with more jobs, we wouldn't need as 

much, we will likely always need social services, particularly addiction and harm reduction 

services. 

Incentives for property owners to plant trees, wind/snow break vegetation along roads (along 

with existing waterline incentives continued)

More zoning for medium-density housing in urban areas to reduce use of agricultural land for 

housing; more high-density housing in Lindsay

Work with province/GO Transit to bring GO bus to Lindsay (to link us with GTA), and 

transportation between Lindsay and Peterborough - we are isolated, and that hurts us 

(particularly low income families who can't afford a vehicle)

Continue to make the Kawarthas an inviting place to live for families and individuals who 

have been priced out of the GTA (this is how I got here!) - better modern infrastructure, 

including high speed internet in rural areas (I know this is already in the works; I'm hoping 

that in 10 to 20 years, it'll be a reality), reopen rural libraries that have been closed

Replace dangerous angled parking on Kent street with parallel parking, a boulevard, and one 

or more parking structures where lots currently exist. Seriously, if my taxes went up 2% JUST 

FOR THIS REASON, I would be fine with it.

Tourism should not be our main focus. We'll always be a tourist destination as long as we 

have clean lakes and people live in cities - we need to encourage younger people to MOVE 

here, to live here, work here, and pay taxes here. We cannot rely on tourism and retirement 

communities alone. In 10 to 20 years, I'd love to see all of the new housing developments full 

of young families, many of whom work in a an updated industrial area that includes a modern 

tech hub, new retail locations with restaurants and cafes, and finally, the need for improved 

local transit. 

*Thriving downtown with niche shops that cannot be found at a mall.

*Waterfront boat 'parking' that supports the community with a community map for visitors as 

well as important numbers (ie taxis for transport to stores not in walking distance, local 

police/OPP for emergency and non-emergency, etc)

*Opportunities for youth activities 

*Employers offering full time living wages

*Well placed garbage & recycling bins along trails

*Waterbottle filling stations
A clean, modern, affordable and well-organized, pedestrian-friendly area with an emphasis 

on our natural environment that incorporates sound environmental practices and organic 

architecture.  A vibrant night life of arts, culture and dining.
Hopefully very similar to what it looks like now but with more emphasis on the environment 

and green living.

A growing attractive community for new residents. Same small town feel with a much larger 

population and new industries. An attractive community for young families to have families.

Kawarthas needs to become a place to visit. Offering visitors exceptional service, choices 

and space.
Vibrant bustling communities that continues to  attract new businesses and at home workers 

because of the excellent connectivity and access to information and a cooperative and 

helpful team at the city that works with business startups to make conducting business in 

CKL a rewarding and positive experience.  
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Strategic Plan Survey

People are either driving electric cars or riding bikes, we have bike lanes linking all the 

neighbourhoods and making it easy and safe to get around by bike. We have retained our 

historic look and feel and we have reduced our greenhouse gasses by 30%.  We have 

created higher densities within the built up areas making housing more affordable and 

making it easier for people to walk to work and shopping.  We have developed an exciting 

and busy night life that has attracted more young people to the community

Diverse. Collaborative. Energetic. Active. Natural. Thriving.

Healthy environment along with well maintained roads and a good traffic flow 

The pace is comfortable - I don't want a fast paced City pace but one you would see in the 

country.  Shops can and will be busy, parks and recreation areas are busy and businesses 

are busy but people are happy, relaxed and have a comfortable pace.  People who came 

here to play now come here to live.  Young people choose to stay.  New people come to play.  

People  have access to all the services they need including health, social, children's services, 

including child care and early learning.  People have a safe and affordable place to live.

A place where people want to visit and later tell others how great it was.  A place where 

people want to live and are proud when they say they here.  A place where those that live 

here don't have to go elsewhere to shop!!!  I am exhausted with doing things to bring people 

to the City - let's do things for those that have been here for years.

Vibrant, accessible, competitive

A vibrant community with opportunities for all age group to live. 

We require better multi-family housing, senior apartments that are affordable and accessible.  

Bring more condo/apartment buildings of 3 -5 story into the downtown area to support the 

downtown cores of all towns in the COKL.  Initiate more "green" ideas into our buildings, ie 

rooftop gardens, underground parking to make better use of space for both residential and 

commercial buildings.

Better connections to Toronto/Ottawa such as Via/ Go Transit. 

Expand our airport.  

A more green "city" that has a thriving economy, lots of parks and activities, zero 

homelessness, innovative leaders who are willing to think outside the box and attract new 

businesses and entrepreneurs and to create a sense that every community is part of 

something bigger. Our city is diverse in its geography - that should be celebrated. 

Growing community with more big name shopping stores, more activities for children-

teenagers to do and more employment opportunities.
Hopefully it includes maintaining recreation centres and community halls outside of the 

Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Fenelon areas.  Maintaining and upgrading those in the closest 

proximity to these 3 areas just indicates to people that you are trying to make what you 

consider your hubs the focal point.
still divided into 2 distinct environments, agricultural and tourism but working towards uniting 

the two in a common goal of promoting the municipality   Note: the 2 distinct environments 

are caused by geography, not necessarily attitude

Maintaining small independent businesses. Lots of planned outdoor actvities/recreational 

businesses, for youth and young adults - trendy things. More space for art, maker spaces, 

public art, pop up exhibitions. More patios, more night life, more pop-up events (food, music, 

history...)
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Strategic Plan Survey

Farms - Woodlots - Natural Parks - Environment based industry to support jobs for our young 

people to stay here.

The most environmentally conscious community in Ontario.

Lots of families, peaceful and clean lifestyle, attractive for new businesses

Our community will have the nice mix of urban and rural working together.

Balanced land use growth with strong environmental policy and quality of life projects 

implemented (e.g. active transportation plan, climate change strategies, support for Kawartha 

Land Trust, etc.)
My ideal future image of The City of Kawartha Lakes is a clean place with good roads, water 

and housing.  There will be vibrant businesses for employment, and activities which will 

continue to attract visitors. Also, there will be no homeless. Hopefully we will get the present 

drug problem under control and offer those affected the help that they need.     

Vibrant, Engaged and supportive. 
A diverse integrated community where our most vulnerable citizens are supported by ample 

long term care beds, excellent health care supports, top tier public schools in good repair and 

well equipped with supplies, affordable and accessible housing (wait list for supportive 

housing no longer than 6 months), ample community supports, full-time, non-precarious job 

opportunities, reductions in crime statistics, all while offering a wide variety of cultural, 

educational and entertainment options to engage residents. We shouldn't have to travel 

outside of our area to work, shop or be entertained.

Healthy environments and a strong commitment to fighting our ongoing climate crisis, looking 

to encourage green tech and reducing carbon emissions, protecting our rivers and waterways 

against pollution and dumping. 
Family oriented outdoor community

Robust downtowns. Communities with a strong sense of place. Growth oriented but not 

unsustainably so. More entrepreneurs and small to medium size employers. A strong 

environmental plan. More opportunities in the arts and heritage field. An emphasis on good 

schools and good education and re-training opportunities.

An active population which utilizes the available parks and facilities to its potential. Hopefully 

an economically sound City with employment, housing and continued development

Parks, trails and roads well maintained 

A community that recognizes diversity amongst its citizens.  A community where 

homelessness is not an issue.  A community where the environment is cared for.  A 

community where signed cycling routes link up with neighboring communities and regions.  A 

community where climate change is receding as an issue.

More of a bedroom community for some families who want to be able to buy a house and are 

willing to drive to the city to work vis 35, 115, 407. That might bring some more businesses.

A natural environment that is protected from excessive damage due to unregulated and 

planned land use. Urban areas that focus on active transportation and green corridors.  High 

priority given to clean and healthy environment and efforts to reduce pollution - healthy air 

and water for our future generations
Lots of green spaces; lots of interconnecting paths and trails; bike paths to the downtown and 

around town on many of the city streets; vibrant neighbourhoods based on ability to be able 

to walk to easily in them with lots of space to gather such as parks, parkettes; lots of places 

where kids can have unstructured play
It will have a diversified age of population where everyone has enough money to meet their 

basic need. There will be lots of green space in each town/village and accessible to all.
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Strategic Plan Survey

 Vibrant with a healthy mix of young families and a large and engaged retired sector

Mostly electric vehicles, lots of bike lanes being used and more people out walking on streets 

that are quieter than today. 

updated storefronts with more accessible options.

Clean, well-maintained, well serviced by education, health and government services. Robust 

retail and entertainment options. Improved parking and transit with services for travel to other 

locations i.e. not just CKL. Better waterfront locations. Improved employment opportunities - 

not just minimum pay jobs.
Young families starting their lives and careers here and putting their money back into our 

community. Growing industry and businesses. Smooth pothole free roads.
I imagine a town that celebrates all walks of life, all year round, but especially during the 

world wide months when everyone else is celebrating. Pride celebrations that actually take 

place during pride month, black history month education during the month etc. I also hope 

that we become more diverse, both with the POC population, but also seeing more POC 

represented and holding seats of power within The City of Kawartha Lakes, more POC 

teachers and role models. 

It looks progressive and prosperous.

Environmental green space and community activities for young and old. 

Clean, beautiful Kawartha Lakes

Kawartha Lakes will be using its growth to promote innovation in environmentally friendly 

practices such as green roofs, permeable pavements, cyclist and pedestrian infrastructure, 

and superior water quality management. It will also be a community striving to end poverty 

through long-term solutions that target systemic issues leading to cycles of poverty.
Diverse, more cultural infrastructure, busier, greater communication (not necessarily better or 

worse) throughout the municipality
Without green priorities, CKL will be left behind.

With green priorities, I see what CKL could look like: A place where people want to live, have 

families, as well as play, and retire. A place where renewable energies are utilized, welcomed 

and promoted. A place where electric vehicles are the majority and the climate has stabilized. 

A place where the environment is not viewed as something to be destroyed, but rather, 

enhanced and protected. A place where passive and clean recreation are enjoyed, and 

destructive ATVs and off road vehicles have been phased out.

Environment supports healthy lakes

Our community should be a visual example of the triple bottom line with care, concern and 

attention provided to our people, our environment, and our finances. Everything we do and 

everything we provide and everything we communicate should be obviously related to people, 

planet, profit so that we remain relevant throughout the decades.
Healthy environment should be the top priority:  clean water; lots of trails for hiking, biking, 

snow shoeing and cross country skiing; lots of public access to the water and canoe/kayak 

routes easy to find; shorelines preserved as natural as possible; return of native plant 

species, including manoomin or wild rice;  gradual elimination of non-native, invasive plant 

species.  Encouraging only "green" economic development. 

 Accessible health care for all .

Recreation

Social Interaction programs

Optimal network communication

Employment opportunities for your youth 
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Strategic Plan Survey

A more mature version of what we are today ... offering opportunity to new and existing 

residents while maintaining/respecting our natural resources/agricultural footprint:  

sustainable growth, affordable housing, employment opportunities through business-industry 

attraction/expansion and entrepreneurship, seasonal attractions and activities,  health and 

social supports and excellence in municipal service delivery.

Diverse, safe and naturally beautiful way of life.

An environmentally friendly caring community that is attracting a young population, and is not 

just attractive as a retirement area.  In order to attract young people there needs to be a 

competitive job environment.

With climate change upon us, the city has an Urban Forest Strategic Plan that protects and 

enhances the tree cover both inside and outside of the urban centers. Lakes and rivers are 

as clean and healthy as possible, with naturalized shorelines, in accordance with the Lake 

Management Plans. The city has not allowed development for the sake of tax revenues. A 

strategic balance of urban centers and natural areas is provided, creating a healthy 

community. Safe active transportation routes connecting all the places of interest in the 

community.
More shopping options

Ross Hospital

More restaurants

Free parking on Kent St.
vibrant, thriving, culturally diverse, younger population, year-round destination, pride of place 

among residents who are ambassadors for the municipality

natural beauty & exceptional life imply absence of enviro toxicities above all related to 

electrical pollution esp. from wireless - as long as this is not mitigated, and taking advantage 

of the relative lateness of CKL to pick up on stuff like mass wireless availability & thus 

endangering exposures, as long as unmitigated and areas preserved that escape the 

onslaught, there is no or much less beauty & life, which leads us to flee, very sad and tough 

since we moved here permanently to escape such elsewhere and it encroaches

Hopefully services will be less centralized In Lindsay. With council and staff realizing that we 

are not a “city” but a  number of small communities with very different backgrounds, wants 

and needs. 
Maintained - pot holes filled, sidewalks fixed,  broken things fixed, clean properties.  I don't 

think we need to add much, but rather look after what we already have.  Future consideration 

should be paving roads rather than filling pot holes, fixing water/culvert problems.  Fix or 

replace properly instead of wasting endless dollars on patching.  Kawartha Lakes should 

consider progess and growth, but under the umbrella of what the area is "Lakes".  

Waterways, scenery, woodlands should be considered during any development.  Wildlife and 

beauty of what make the area a great place.  
Welcoming, Inclusive, fully Accessible and vibrantly prosperous offering an exceptional 

quality of life for all people of all ages.

I expect that the population of CoKL with grow a minimum of 20% over the next 20 years. As 

a result, road traffic will increase accordingly, as will the pressure on support services 

(garbage, life safety, commercial and retail business) and pressures on the environment. 

Everyone will be impacted by this growth and the resulting changes, but it needs to be the 

municipal CoKL government  to positively lead these changes.
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Strategic Plan Survey

Would like to see everyone  have access to handicap shopping and parking. Right now most 

of the downtown does not, Some have handicap doors to go thru, but no way of opening 

them. Larger stores for shopping, as in maybe a Walmart.  A downtown Hotel. Keep all stores 

open later and on the weekends, especially on long weekends, you walk down the street & 

visiting people are looking to shop at these places. 
A growing community with something for all ages.  Not just catering to seniors.  The youth 

need activities and the working class here need more employment options.

In the next 10 to 20 years I see Lindsay becoming more the hub of the Kawartha's, having all 

the amenities a city needs to accommodate all the Kawartha's communities.
A blend of urban and rural, close to the city but far away from the city. Green spaces, bike 

trails, mass transit, high speed internet, clean water, innovative social programs. Keep the 

small town feel supporting small independent businesses rather than big box retailers. 

Effective mail and courier services. Smaller municipal sections that run independently rather 

than being Lindsay-centric. Electoral reform away from first past the post. No support for 

construction on flood plains, extensive land-fill diversion tactics.
I hope it's a friendly community with many family friendly events - lots of greenery and quaint, 

charming neighborhoods. However, I am afraid it won't be like that. Since the jail came there 

is much more crime, poverty and drugs (especially in Lindsay.) It's scary.

Tourist community, with local businesses driving the economy

Too big. It will appear as part of the GTA much like Oshawa does now.

Traffic will be chaotic if it continues at the pace it is now, with unenforced speed limits and 

free for all parking since the bylaw department doesn’t do much regarding enforcement now. 

Kent Street West will become a speedway and have multiple pedestrian casualties unless 

crosswalks are put in to stop or at least slow traffic.

We may or may not have a Walmart by then.

Not Peterborough.  Nor a gated community.  An open, safe and respectful community.  

Attractive to business and investment.  Economically progressive.  Police enforce the law, not 

political correctness.  Government is democratic, not totalitarian.  Inviting to tourism, not 

exclusive.  Pro free speech.  High-speed transportation.
Full of those who cannot afford housing. Those who are forced to rent with numerous others 

just to afford a home over our heads. Garbage everywhere due to lack of recycle and 

garbage and cigarette butts every where due to there barely being any clean cigarette 

disposals. 

It has high speed internet available to everyone and public transportation available  for 

everyone to reach 

the hospital and health care. There is also affordable housing. Emergency services are  

available as well as good mixure of big box stores. Festivals and activities for the young. 

Good schools with teachers that actually care about students.
Good age range of people

No one living in poverty 

People gathering together and volunteering 

Parks and trails and public waterfronts that all connect

Farms

Well kept infrastructure 

Downtown, commercials and industrial buildings full and visually appealing places to visit

Locals having good job locally
Strong sense of nature, safety, and values. 

Older

keep development within city limits   
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Clean, safe and inviting

Actual enforcing the bylaws council creates and have all departments work in a proactive 

manor rather than reacting to citizen complaints which council should be absorbing and 

creating bylaws that benefit all not the minority.  Councillors  twists the laws forces employees 

to circumvent laws to stop the phone calls.

'- Attractive and accessible downtowns with thriving local businesses

- More people getting out of their cars and walking or cycling

- More young adults who have secure employment in our community, rather than commuting 

outside of it

- Caring people - many of us are fortunate enough to work, live and play in beautiful 

Kawartha Lakes. Our attitude should be one of helping those less fortunate in our community, 

rather than judging and shunning those who most need a smile, a helping hand and support. 

I'm hoping to have the calm,quiet,peaceful environment we enjoyed when we came here 10 

yrs ago! 

Growth in Lindsay, Bobcaygeon & Fenelon.  Rural roads still in need of significant upgrades

Less low income housing, a revitalized cleaned up downtown, and thriving businesses.  

'-progressive

-sustainable  -financial and environmental

-engage with residents

In ecological balance; a leader in environmental stewardship; sound, well maintained 

infrastructure; focused on affordability.

well planned road systems, fair distribution of recreational facilities ( not just Lindsay), 

increased public access to lakes, protection of farm lands and forests, 
Not one that is overdeveloped. One which continues to focus on sensible growth, tax 

affordability, well maintained infrastructure and with a continued focus on land and habitat 

preservation. And a future where there are available medical practitioners.
A city nestled among wetland and woodlands - a connected system that provides ecosystem 

services to ensure the health and well-being of all residents and visitors.  A community that 

invests in its natural heritage and values its natural capital as much or more than all other 

assets from which we benefit.
I think you need to define ‘our community’

My community is Bobcaygeon,  I feel this survey
'- Improved branding and signage to be uniform across the City

- Attractive parks and green spaces

- Attractive downtown streets 

Hopefully cleaner and more businesses downtown. A gas station would be great. 

There are many small pre-amalgamation communities that are struggling to hang onto their 

identity.  Some residents of these communities simply don't like change.  In some instances 

there are no sustainable jobs for young people to remain in these communities.  In the larger 

communities (Lindsay, Bobcaygeon & Fenelon Falls) there has been many changes for the 

good.  New businesses opening, business owners improving their properties etc.  The 

smaller communities rely heavily on tourism to survive.
'Visitors will be able to go to museums and cultural centres and events, evenings and 

weekends, and not just during the summer. 

- more inclusive and diverse population that actively participates in community events and 

activities 
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A great place to live, work and play. A place of openness and opportunity with great work life 

balance. 
Hopefully it will be more family friendly. Will have more affordable options for families such as 

daycare centres, activities for children and families. Businesses that actually want to draw the 

age groups of 25-65 and not just catering to seniors. In saying that and not everything 

focused on Lindsay , I live in Bobcaygeon and it is terrible, cant even purchase gas after 9pm 

in summer, and most programs and businesses are only for the elderly.

Vibrant, inclusive, safe and healthy.

The same as it does today.

Serene and enjoyable life.

Bustling with small town charm. Families with young children. Successful progressive 

businesses. A place which has retained its community feeling. A small city at the edge of the 

City.

A Vibrant & Growing Economy
Are there other actions you would like the city to consider doing to promote a 

vibrant and growing economy?
Focus on getting GO service to 115/35.

Some sort of tour service for water - whether a tour boat service, canoe/kayak/seadoo 

rentals.

Make the three 'big' communities - Lindsay, Fenelon and Bobcaygeon more accessible to 

local residents and visitors by water.

Create a plan for more retail/restaurant/bar/patio options along the water.

Creation of an innovation centre is just the start; it must be nurtured and continuously funded 

to be successful and foster on-going interest and support.

Enhance tourism through festivals and events. And provide more parking.

Attract and retain businesses. Market what we actually have and aim towards a younger 

demographic. Begin hiring younger workers, the City's average workforce age is probably far 

higher than comparable non-government businesses. Younger workers need to be trained to 

retain knowledge when the boomers retire and can bring new ideas to life. There should be 

incentives for younger demographics to move from the GTA to CKL.
A focus on bringing young people to the Kawarthas and making the city more attractive to 

young people and their families.

Develop better opportunities for the public to use our lakes. Beaches in Kawartha Lakes are 

small, and not well developed, and need to be celebrated. 
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Promote our beautiful waterfront,  look at Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon they do it right. We 

dont need affordable housing on our waterfront 

Attract high tech industry,  attract doctors and medical support

Provide limited service agreements for those on private roads. The taxes that the city collects 

should include ALL residents regardless of the type of road they reside on. 

Offer tax breaks and reduced water/sewer rates to attract industry and large employers to the 

area.

The city needs to invest in infrastructure and make hard decisions about which facilities to 

keep and which to divest of.
I believe that all those listed are extremely important for this municipality.

Attracting business and industry will encourage growth and development - important to retain 

what already exists as well.

Push for more growth in the smaller towns not the hole Lindsay 

Attract and retain medical doctors and surgical specialists.

This area could offer a wonderful environment for rehabilitation and recovery.

Making more unique/ one of a kind opportunities and tourism that will encourage tourism.

Good signage through out the community for street and events.

I believe the members need to remember there is more to the Kawartha Lakes community 

that the town of Lindsay. Our beautiful Kawartha are full of many smaller towns that could use 

some revitalization.

Promote a wellness lifestyle

Invest in infrastructure and keep things in house and city staff engaged.

We have no economic development without a Healthy Environment 

Environment First

Allow All Terrain Vehicle users to pass through Lindsay.

Attract more doctors and other professional services as well as build more medical facilities, 

(why do we have to travel to Barrie and Toronto to receive proper care)? If these services 

don’t exist business can’t attract the qualified personal they need.

shorten time frames for rezoning, etc

enhance and encourage festivals, night life, cottage life, lake access for the public on a large 

beautiful scale.  If people can come here to enjoy the water, business will follow.

access to beautiful  scenery, recreation, parkland and waterways 

Recognize the rural and natural environment of the area

Investment in renewable energies and businesses that support renewable energies

I think all of the items above are important.  I cannot add anything more to the list.  

have large/bulk waste pick up days, curbside, so the city stays clean and orderly looking.  

Sometimes bulk garbage stays sitting at the road side indefinitely giving a very bad 

impression of the area.

Cater more to attracting wealth and professionalism to the region while reducing or 

eliminating the attraction to those more prone to dependence on social services and low 

income housing.
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Create much more affordable housing and better senior care

Create a "tech hub" and start-up incubator.  Shared office space with a good coffee shop and 

a GoodLife gym nearby.

Lessen red tape for property owners looking to invest in their land and buildings. 

Focus on the environment and working on more green initiatives

Grow the economy throughout the city and not just in Lindsay.

Lindsay should incourage and properly regulate rec. vehicles such as ATV's and 

snowmobile's to let visitors depart and return from local hotel/motel/inns without the need to 

trailer everywhere

More focus on agriculture.

Enforce current laws and bring a reduction in crime and 'welfare' zones

Expansion throughout the whole City. We need to start growth now and stop dragging and 

riding coat tales of other Cities 
Be seen as a progressive, forward thinking city. Start using IT as an enabler of citizen 

engagement not just a transaction processor and staff organizer. Attracting big city folks 

means selling the natural beauty, recreation and restfulness of CKL but they need to feel they 

are not stepping back into pre-internet ages - they need to feel fully connected. This goes for 

attracting young folks, seniors and businesses. Sell the city as a place that is made for 

teleworking workforce and connected young at heart. 

Remove derelict and unused buildings.  Create jobs to attract young families.  Provide 

opportunities for post-secondary education to train and retain young people in KL.
I don't know what restrictions are currently in place for businesses who are thinking of 

relocating to our area, but I would think of making it as easy as possible for specific industries 

- technology and clean energy spring to mind - to open offices, warehouses, and 

manufacturing facilities here.  As a programmer (currently working remotely for a large 

company in Toronto) I would much prefer to work for a local company!   

Make use of the airport and emphasize our proximity to major markets.

We need to properly utilize and advertise our assets to attract visitors.

Improve access to and from commuter highways and transportation.  

Make it more attractive to youth and ethnic groups

No more long term strategies for roads. I’m sick and tired of having costly repair bills for my 

car. 

Ensure access to support services for people to work in Kawartha Lakes - specifically access 

to licensed child care and subsidized child care for some

Excellence in Environmental Protection and Services.  Be a Leader, an example for all CKL 

permanent and temporary residents
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'-Compositing would be a great addition to our waste collection program. 

 -Attracting more "green" industry to support our needs. 

 -Installation of more "roundabouts"  for safer intersections. 

Green technology is going to be increasingly important - we should be promoting and 

participating in this sooner rather than later.
Repair and maintain roads that are in need.  Breaking up an entire section of road that has 

only a few "bad" areas just because it is in the plan is not a necessity.  Assess the area and 

local concerns before taking on these projects.  There are roads that are in major need yet 

they maybe get some patch or repair while something in much better shape is ripped up and 

replaced.  People are forced to drive out of their way to get to where they want to go.
when developing road strategy, allow for cyclist tourism; also ATV and snowmobile traffic 

throughout the municipality

local employment expansion can and should include attracting more commercial businesses 

to the city
Environmental initiatives; attract investment by green tech companies to boost local skilled 

employment opportunities 

Eco-Tourism  -  Arts

I’d like to see some more walking and hiking trails. Dog parks. A water pad for kids in 

Woodville. It would increase tourism by bringing “active” or physically conscious” people to 

visit the area to explore.

affordable housing - rent caps; support of home-based businesses

I believe the city should invest money and resources in cultural organizations in order to 

promote a better quality of life and place. This would bring the City in line with other 

municipalities. 

'- increasing access to more affordable housing and support services including keeping our 

hospital a community hospital with full services

- improved public transit for routes but also services times extended to encourage more use

- adding more charging stations for electric vehicles

revitalization of queen street and lindsay street as main entries to lindsay

A growing active community

A long term strategy for roads is long overdue and should recognize the inclusion of 

pedestrian and cycling modes of movement that are safe for children and elders.

Concern at what expense for example to enhance tourism and allow more ATVs to use our 

trails and highways  impacts other objectives of a healthy environment.  Lindsay is a bedroom 

town and will always be - attracting big businesses will not happen in my opinion other low 

impact sustainable businesses is needed growth will be moderate over time 
Have a comprehensive plan for active transportation, i.e. trails and bike paths and create 

more parks
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The city needs to take responsibility to support a growing the economy other than  just 

bringing in businesses to set up shop. For example, Niagara has put a huge investment into 

their paved 160 KM trail. Also all roads are paved with good pavement and many have paved 

shoulders. Recreation is a huge attraction  for people to come to the area and tremendous 

support to the economy.  Many come from Toronto for the weekend or day -  to use this 

recreation path and bring lots of money to town.  The average cyclist spends $220 when 

riding outside of their local community. The Grand Fondo in Collingwood brings in $1.2 

million over 2 days.  Cycling is growing exponentially  so investment in the recreation path 

and the roads is critical to economic development. It is also something retirees are looking for 

when they relocate from Toronto -  one of the most cited reasons  for moving to Niagara 

versus the Lindsay Peterborough area the paved recreation trail and good roads for walking, 

running and cycling. These people are upper middle class and bring lots of money to the area 

and help drive the economy. 

Make CKL an inviting place for renewable energy projects, wind, solar and associated 

manufacturing. Be on the forefront of the shift to a low carbon economy.
Attract businesses to the Kawartha Lakes, support downtown revitalization (Spelling error in 

your survey by the way), support and promote arts and culture, create an Innovation Centre, 

Ensure high speed broadband is available, encourage new retail development, develop a 

long-term strategy for roads.

Re-think the brand identity.

Fix our infrastructure

Develop public transportation, and further poverty reduction strategies. The city is only as rich 

as its poorest citizen.

Invest more in youth development and education

Seriously, NOTHING above with regard to the environment? This demonstrates a major 

problem with CKL. We either need younger or more educated blood in our decision making 

upper tier or education of them. Environmental protection and climate repair should be a top 

priority and included among these. If they had been included, I would have checked off 

'attract GREEN businesses', and created 'facilitate the creation of renewable energy and 

electric vehicle infrastructure'.

Ontario lakes appear to be dying, e.g. Lake Erie.  In the Kawarthas similar events are starting 

to threaten cleanliness and safety of water.  It would be very difficult to attract any of the 

items mentioned above if families were threatened with diseases, e.g. blue-green algae or 

any of the more resilient and antibiotic resistant varieties that seem to be in the news

We need a very pro-active communication strategy to reach out to potential investors in our 

community to ensure that the locations, planning, approvals, services, linkages, and 

neighbourhoods make sense for those investments.

By providing some guidance and direction and interaction at the front end, we will not only 

support the projects but also prevent lost leads, disappointments, and infeasible projects.
Focus on green energy and carbon neutral development.  Be a leader in this area and you 

will attract a lot of young people to the area . 
I believe that with my top 3 choices the other important items such as expand employment, 

retail development and tourism/arts and culture would  naturally occur.  The Innovation 

Centre is already in the works and so is improved broadband.  Parking issues are also 

already being considered as a concern for downtown development.
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Wages that would attract and retain employees. Kawartha Lakes tends to be where people 

get there foot in the door of the job market and then go elsewhere for better wages.

In addition to the three I have checked off above, carry out items: 4,6,7,8,11,12.

BUT broadband must NOT include added wireless, hard wired is available to extend to areas 

currently uncovered, with some areas preserved AS IS with little or no connectivity - a real 

refuge, and this close to GTA makes for eventual major attraction in itself

People who live in places like Seabright, Omemee , Mavvers, Norland , etc. have nothing in 

common. Other than sending out taxes to Lindsay.  There is no sense of identity or 

community.  

Even the newspaper Kawartha Lakes this week  has little on no content from anywhere but 

Lindsay or Brock.

Some how a strategy must be worked out bring buy in from the non Lindsay residents. 

Maintain, keep areas clean, monitor roadways, lakes, river etc.  Communicate concerns to 

whomever is responsible for that area.  Communicate to residents via facebook, media, 

twitter or whatever way works the fastest. Be open minded to ideas.  Look for cost effective 

options when doing anything. Communicate and be accountable.
I found it difficult to only select 3 actions. Many if not all of the actions listed are important. 

Encourage new hotel/resort accommodation around the lakes such as in Fenelon and 

Bobcaygeon with accessible accommodation. If the land is available I truly feel this would 

enhance tourism greatly and bring prosperity to Kawartha Lakes.

CoKL needs to seriously consider expansion of the Lindsay Recreation Complex with 

gymnasium facilities (basketball, badminton, pickleball, etc). Without such a facility, CoKL will 

be challenged to attract people to move to Lindsay and area, not to mention the health and 

social benefits of existing residents. 

Put our own people to set up holiday vacations for CKL, and single day tours here.

Connect to GO transit

Invest in the youth and working class.    They'll bring business, they'll bring money to 

community, they'll come back with educations and set up shop here. Do something to make 

young people want to come here.  

Engage the community more when project planning, events and city issues. 

This list is good, to attract business we need broadband internet and vital downtowns. Go is 

nice but will bleed business to the GTA too. Reduce development fees but force more 

affordable apartment creation. Arts and culture is a huge business but also provides a reason 

for people to live here. Create designated industry think tank and development areas that 

allow for industry to do some R&D locally and have drop-in resources. Partner with post-

secondary institutions (colleges and universities) to do applied research. 

A doctor would be nice. cutting wait time at the hospital in emergency. Four hours the last 

time I went.
The City needs to attract large, well-paying industry. Too many jobs here are minimum wage -

there are very few places to work that pay a decent wage which means people commute - 

and spend their money - in other towns/cities.
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Assist local established companies to expand and be able to support local residents with 

employment, not minimum wage jobs, something residents can do to not only support their 

families but in turn it will allow them to support the community.  

Difficult to establish, but a no brainer in my opinion.
Discourage fraud.  Fraud creates insularity and that is really bad for business and investment.  

Cut red tape.  Fewer regulations.

Just more garbage and recycling and cigarette disposals could make a difference. Parks that 

do not allow smoking should have cigarette disposals in the parking lot before the entrance 

so those get the point to put them out before going in. Also more benches for the elderly. 

Especially in the west end, and Jackson Park area. My father is disabled with Parkinsons and 

we went out for a walk once and there were barely any benches he could stop and catch his 

breath. I can imagine a 70 year old who needs her daily exercise struggling due to lack of 

benches. Some are hazardous in the park you feel you will fall into the swamp/river just trying 

to get onto the bench to sit. Our court system needs to be equalized with more women then 

men. Men are intimidating and ignorant and many in the law court and police system that is 

95% men. 
High speed for everyone. Festivals. Better restaurants. Encourage diversity. More arts.
Cell coverage improved

Highway 35 and 7 expanded

Attract younger people and families to live in KL

Funding to help community initiatives

Forward thinking planning and development policy to help businesses grow 

Be a leader in awesome community infrastructure that the private and non profit sector can 

leverage to get ahead of the game compared to being in a different municipality 

Leveraging the Kawartha lakes airport

Provide faster paramedic/ambulance services in rural settings

Put a map up to show how close we are to the gta

beautification incentives for private properties

enhance gateways into downtowns
Create policy to allow unique architecture and at all times don’t fallow status quo.  ie colboure 

and hwy 35.  Allowing developer to make our community look like a collection of big box 

stores like all other community in Ontario or North America

A capital plan to pave or chip & tar side roads for better access to our communities.

'- support existing and new businesses  in all sectors - ag, tourism, retail, manufacturing, 

service, technological etc. to be progressive, sustainable and adaptable to new opportunities 

thus creating new jobs and enhancing revenue streams

-partnerships with other organizations and levels of government to leverage economic 

development efforts
Enhance local public library, recreational, community support) and professional services 

(health, financial)
the choice of "support downtown revitalization" implies "Lindsay" rather than the "City of 

Kawartha Lakes" - The vision for the city should be for the entire city not just "downtown" - 

this does nothing for rural residents who are threatened with library closures, recreational 

facility closures, who do not benefit from the improvements to the downtown core

Available physicians.
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Growth cannot occur at the expense of our natural capital without paying the consequences 

in the future.  We need to consolidate new development into high efficiency centres and 

provide the services like broadband that will enable more people to avoid commuting and 

spend more time in our communities.  And we need to enforce our by-laws to the full extent 

of the words.

Lake water quality improvement 

Provide high speed broadband service throughout the City.  Expand the City's visibility.  

Encourage new retail opportunities.
As i stated above, this municipality needs to create a lifestyle for people who are not retired 

seniors. I don't know why anyone in the age bracket of 25-55 would want to move here or 

stay here. There is not a lot going on for families.

Our access to affordable internet is extremely poor unless you live in Lindsay. This needs to 

be addressed

public transport to neighboring town like Peterbporough

consider reduced tax rates for the first 5 years of a business relocating to CKL

Provide better customer service.

Invest in soft services

Ensure the Rural Zoning By-law is supportive of innovative uses. Define the grey areas to 

allow for modernizing and forward thinking, and allow businesses to be progressive while 

protecting resources like land and water in a realistic and balanced way.
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An Exceptional Quality of Life
Are there other actions you would like the city to consider doing that will 

provide an exceptional quality of life?
Bumps, cracks, potholes. I'd like to crude down the street without getting tense, and worrying 

if that rough stretch of road will rattle something important loose. It's like the asphalt used to 

repair holes doesn't get applied in suitable conditions, or doesn't get to dry enough before 

people run over it and  deform it into new bumps. I know it's a tough scenario. But I have to 

wonder if spending the time to clean out a hole, controlably pressing the asphalt in, and 

letting it set would make a better finish, and make it last longer.

Strengthen existing cultural and heritage assets. Develop a long term plan for roads

Our tourist towns such as Fenelon Falls, Bobcaygeon, etc do not have a very nice entrance. 

Roads are aged, cracked and seem run down. Compared to other areas such as Port Dover, 

Wasaga, Muskokas, the roads are well maintained and dark, lines are visible and you don't 

feel you just entered a small town with no money. Tourism dollars and cottagers provide a 

significant amount of money to business and the government. The City should also become 

more snowmobile friendly and find a way to have the trail connect through town. 

Snowmobiling is a massive industry and these people come to spend money on gas, food, 

hotels, groceries, etc. Having continuation on the trail would allow for people to stop in 

Lindsay or plan a better trip. Similar to Fenelon falls, there could be a crossing bridge to get 

across the river. 

More financial support for libraries. 

Enhanced public transportation throughout the communities (ie. rural transportation 

included). Enhance digital connectivity is also critical.
I think age-friendly here is probably used in terms of senior-friendly, but I think it might be 

even more important for the city to be "millennial-friendly". Most people my age that grew up 

here don't want to return. There used to be a Youth/Young Adult Strategy on the city's 

website. What happened to it? Arts and culture is also really important here.

More access to the Water

Beautification of not only our downtowns, but also sites like boat launches, parking, sporting 

events that take advantage of our local topography i.e. water events, trail events. 

Community gym centres, pool, indoor pools, Bickel Ball courts
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Provide limited service agreements for those residing on private roads. 

Create an "all" activity recreational corridor that does not bypass Lindsay, but invites and 

supplies routes for all recreational activities and access to town areas for services etc.

It is no secret that Lindsay has a problem with illegal drugs - substance abuse.  We need to 

clean up our streets and make it a safer place!!!!

More service available in small towns. 

Make Kawartha Lakes more pedestrian and bike friendly so cars are no longer the only safe 

transportation option. 

Ensure we maintain our health services.

We need more general practitioners in the Kawartha lakes. We have too many of our citizens 

using the ER as there main doctor. Many of these visits could be done at a doctors office and 

free up the emergency department for urgent care, bring the wait times down. 

Pickleball all year every town, fun fun and fitness

Where is the environment?

Provide creative and expressive arts for students; team up with existing arts & community 

groups; mentor students in all areas of the arts (music, theatre, dance, visual arts, 

photography); partner more actively with Fleming College and Trent University 

Create community urban harvesting areas and centralized community composting hubs

Recognize economic limitations of current residents

We can't be burdened with glitzy ideas to attract people 

Control expansion of homes and businesses - keep the clean country feel!

All the items listed above are important also.  Lindsay (Kawartha Lakes) has many wonderful 

community organizations that people can join.  There are also great recreational facilities that 

I see more and more people are taking advantage of.  
Integrate conservation authority and city building departments for effective, timely and 

efficient execution of sensitive or important projects. 

Provide a basic income so people can live comfortably

Create public sports fields near ball point and Washburn island for kids to play soccer, 

football, etc.

This area is vastly underserved by public offerings, yet is a significant population centre.
Promote active, healthy lifestyles.  Focus on prevention, whether for human disease or 

infrastructure decline.  For example, promote healthy diet and spend more money up front to 

install durable infrastructures and renewable energy solutions. 

Bike lanes

Improvement of roads, sidewalks in all communities, need to find alternate ways (bridges) 

across rivers and lakes to ease congestion 
Become THE place for teleworkers. Companies may relocate to CKL if they knew the city 

was teleworker haven. Ie broadband, perhaps office rental space downtown for physical 

meetings, etc... Same applies to tech savvy seniors - not missing the kids if connecting with 

them electronically works 
The three I chose are, I think, the most important, but I also think that culture and the arts are 

integral to good quality of life - festivals, community events, etc. keep people engaged. 
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Focus more on the environment and green living.  Increase the items able to go into the 

waste recycling program and enhance the green bin program so that all residents can have 

this service.
Public beaches. Greater promotion and access to lake systems for locals. Promotion of 

lakeside communities.

Improve infrastructure so that new housing developments can happen. More people will 

means business, culture, recreation and services will grow as a result. 

retain heritage character of the downtowns and make more pedestrian and bicycle friendly

Encourage more participation in decision-making processes.

my fourth item would be strengthening existing cultural and heritage assets

Affordable Housing for the elderly. 

More focus on families and community engagement

Build a cultural centre in Lindsay that can be used by all of Kawartha Lakes

The stores in the downtown core of Lindsay and other locals are not accessible to a lot of 

people due to steps, non-accessible entrances, lack of accessible washrooms, etc. This 

should be addressed to ensure that all residents are able to attend events and shop in our 

city.

Infrastructure in signed cycling routes allow for all of the above to be achieved.

Form a public planning committee whereby the public has more say about development 

needs- presently transparency is not happening and we find out about things in the 

newspaper or by chance as staff make the decisions

You need to do more than encourage active transportation - you need to build a system  that 

is accessibility to all  - meaning all sidewalks, roads and trails should be suitable whether one 

is  walking with an assistive device such as a walker is in a wheelchair or scooter.

Lower carbon footprint of city buildings; reduce traffic idling at inter-sections like Kent and 

Angeline by installing round-about to keep traffic flowing.

Find solutions for rural public transit.

Strengthen and develop cultural assets.

Stop focusing on low income and elderly retirees.  Focus on young people and young 

workers and families.  They're the ones that will spend the money here and help us grow for 

their future.

No.

Build into job development and skills enhancement initiatives.

Continue to develop rural centers like Bobcaygeon, Fenelon Falls, Coboconk

Focus on improving environmental and social sustainability.
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Yes - get motorized vehicles off the trails and create roadside paths for them. Turn the trails 

into the linear 'parks' that they are, and protect this access to nature because it is rare and 

will only decrease in size. People need some place where loud, stinky, fast and dangerous 

motorized vehicles aren't going to speed by them, a place where people including children 

and seniors can safely go to enjoy nature, walk and bike, see the animals and butterflies. We 

cannot ignore the quality of life enhancement from the gentle quiet, scents and sounds of 

nature. Motorized vehicles destroy this subtle but important facet of a happy life. Other 

actions: Provide and support electric vehicles. Seeing no action in this community for them, 

enhancing my inability to get an electric car, is depressing when it is something I could do 

and we all could do to combat the climate crisis. This would enhance a sense of well-being, 

knowing we are doing this critical necessity to protect the earth we want to live in and share 

with future generations.

improve lake quality

We must plan for our people, environment, and budgets - correct neighbourhood planning, 

access to services, linkages for all aspects of transportation and communication, long term 

budget forecasting that really reflects the assets we hold and are responsible for while 

ensuring new infrastructure is as sustainable as possible.
'-Improve accessibility and be age-friendly

-add more electric car charging stations over whole district

-smaller housing apartments for singles or couples for young people starting out, adults who 

have health issues, seniors, and homeless people, like 400 square foot units, so that no 

person is homeless; 

Beautification efforts in all communities, not just the ones that attract tourism (Bobcaygeon, 

Lindsay, Fenelon) 

In addition to the three I have checked off above, add items: 3,4,6,7,8,11.

access means exclusion/sharp limitation of wireless and other e-pollution - done already to 

an extent as arranged at community centres/libraries

Stream line approval for development for homes and  business. 

Stop making it difficult for people to live and work here.  
Maintenance - always look at what you have first before you add. Consider the costs if you 

have to add.  Its great to have a splash pad, but it comes with costs and maintenance for 

future.  Fix and continue fixing your assets
Encourage Accessible Residential housing for our aging population so that people can age in 

place comfortably. There is a definite lack of accessible housing options available.

Development of a linked trail system that if possible is made accessible and is clearly signed 

to describe the trail.

Same as above, consider creation of a gymnasium facility for basketball, badminton, 

pickleball, yoga and any number of associated sport activities.

Increase affordable housing

Something for the young.  An outdoor ball hockey spot.  Complete with boards. 
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Our existing cultural and heritage assets are important as is our history but we need more to 

have exceptional quality of life. A liked trail system will encourage active transportation. We 

need affordable housing to  encourage urban millennials to relocate here when they can't 

afford the GTA.

 Better telehealth and remote health offerings are needed by the aging population (how about 

AI-based?). A road plan is needed but I checked this in the question above. A road plan 

should include paved shoulders to make us bike friendly - this would attract eco-tourism. 

Promote local farm produce by a coordinated network of farmer's markets that includes 

transportation and retail support for the farmers.

Planting more trees in new developments. Perhaps building a community center in Lindsay 

that has classes and opportunities for youth. There is nothing for teenagers to do here but 

drink and smoke - it's no wonder crime is up - they have nothing else to do.

More affordable housing for seniors based on income.

There needs to be a way to get around from Pontypool to Lindsay to Kinmount that does not 

require the hours taken by cycling or walking.  High-speed transportation so residents can 

access the exceptional quality of life promised.  Also, transportation to Peterborough for 

those with health appointments would not hurt.  Not everyone can afford community care 

rides.
More disposals, watch the court system and how women are now thrown on the back burner 

as men take over 95% of our systems. Why are our prisons being over populated with 

women? That could make a big change even to our crime rates.  
An affordable transportation system to link rural people to the downtown Lindsay area. Like a 

cheap taxi. Also a teddy bear picnic yearly event and a music festival.

Affordable housing as in affordability for the community to not be priced out of their own 

community. Matching housing prices to local wages

Faster service for paramedics/ambulance services

Community Policing

Neighbourhood Watch Programs

Programs for volunteer clean up crews

Be a leader in creating a barrier free city.
Improve water quality in our lakes and streams.  Return to just septic holding tanks on 

waterfront properties
Consider adopting a  health/health equity lens as part of the municipal decision-making 

process. "How will this decision impact the health of our residents this year, in 5/10/20 

years?" "Will this decision put vulnerable members of our community at increased risk for 

adverse health affects?"
Value privacy,quality of life for all citizens. Those not full time residents should not be the 

priority.

More health care clinics & doctors

Allow ATV's on all city roads as well as the rail trail. Properly insured, obeying speed limit. 

This allows for ATV tourism to visit gas stations and restaurants at will. As well as land 

owners to drive from their house to their property. 

Also, plant trees along King street in Omemee. It's a small, relatively cheap thing that can be 

done to start to clean up and make Omemee's downtown more attractive. Broken window 

theory. If it looks bad, people will treat it bad (simplistic break down).
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'-Community engagement 

-Recreational opportunities maintained and enhanced

-Libraries supported

Reduce impact of aggregate extraction and transportation on communities.

An exceptional quality of life includes a healthy and protected environment!  Why is that not 

even on the list?  The Healthy Environment Plan contains many good initiatives but it lacks 

teeth.  These are things that are not optional in this time of climate (global) emergency.  My 

quality of life also includes a relationship with the First Nations with whom Canada has a 

Treaties within the City...I don't see anything about reconciliation.

Encourage all museums throughout the City to improve their programs and promotion of 

same.  This in turn will increase traffic through their communities and improve local 

businesses.

safe neighbourhood

Ensure services are affordable and spending is enough to maintain infrastructure

Ensure access to technology - broadband, cell service, wifi in public spaces.

Actively attract a full retail service profile. Make sure people don't have to drive to other 

municipalities for retail and service.

A Healthy Environment
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Are there other actions you would like the city to consider doing to achieve a 

healthy environment?

Protect prime agricultural land. Sustainable development.

Reducing reliance on cars.

Implementation of a "made in Kawartha Lakes" waste management plan, versus shipping 

recycling outside of the area. Also, a municipal composting program would be very helpful.

Allow more opportunities for the public to explore our environment. 

1-Incorporate weed control removal, particularly on middle islands, along the whole length of 

Kent Street.

2-There are a lot of nice houses in KL whose exteriors are shabby looking, as their 

owners/tenants cannot afford to buy paint. The City should offer free or subsidized exterior 

paint to those owners/renters who agree to paint the front of their houses.

Do not allow any more quarries within the city boundaries. 

I believe all those listed are important actions.

We can never do enough to protect our environment.

Support composting within the city 

Promote the inclusivity of all.

Create bike lanes on the main streets to bikes off the sidewalk but still off the main roads. I 

believe bike lanes encourage safety and provide a safe distance between cyclists and 

motorized vehicles.

All the choices are important

Rigorous enforcement of septic systems to help protect our lakes and rivers. I would suggest 

that as many as 50% of the systems do not meet minimum standards!

Assistance for relatives and caregivers to enable older persons to "age in plae".

Work more closely with local and regional NFP - e.g. Kawartha Land Trust, World Wildlife, 

Peterborough GreenUp, environmental studies programs at Trent and Fleming 

While I applaud the effort behind this survey, including items of choice that are not explained 

(unless you go look - which won't happen while you're in the survey i.e. integrated waste 

management strategy) or vague and undefined ("sustainable development" and "reduce 

greenhouse gases") will skew results and not provide decent data.
create community hubs and markets in downtown areas that promote diversion of waste  re-

use and reduce and respect for the environment

Create  access to community shared boats to explore water ways etc 
Many of the programs suggested may not be local governments mandate, aggregates, water 

quality 
Kawartha government processes in relation to land tax sales and road allowance sales are 

extremely self focussed to the City and not focussed on environmental considerations nor 

local homeowner concerns or issues. Also requests for invasive species control (phragmite) 

fall on deaf ears - never get responses.

Anything to help with flooding would be critical.
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We all should know that globally we are in a climate crisis.  Flora and fauna are under siege 

through habitat loss and human interference and exploitation.  Our City cannot escape its 

influence so we need to deal with what we can protect here and show the world that a small 

community can make a huge difference.  But all citizens need to be on board to do their own 

small part and leadership is needed to educate them as to what they can do.  Instead of 

complaining, people can just do a few small things.  'Be the Change'!  There are two main 

concerns that I would like to see be taken seriously.  One is the proliferation of litter on all of 

our streets, rural and urban.  People need to relearn how to care for the environment and not 

to treat the world like a trash can.  Leadership is needed to accomplish the education and 

bringing like-minded people together to work to fix this problem.  If we don't fix it, we will be 

paying for it later.  A clean community will attract people here (businesses, tourists) and if 

they see that the citizens have this pride in their community to keep it spotless, more will be 

encouraged to make their homes here.   I have unofficially adopted my neighbourhood in 

picking up litter whenever I have time.  No sooner have I cleaned up the street than more 

appears the next day.  What distresses me is when I see litter on public properties that has 

been chopped up by the mower and left there.  Why can't people just do their jobs properly 

with concern for the environment?   The other concern is the amount of cigarette butts 

everywhere.  Cigarette butts are the most toxic of waste for our water system.  We need to 

get serious about stopping people from throwing their butts on the ground.  Especially around 

our recreational facilities and parks and beaches.  A by-law like what Hamilton, Ontario has  

would be most welcome.  People are not allowed to smoke on those properties.  However, 

we need to get serious about enforcing the anti-litter bylaws and or educate people more so 

by-laws would not be needed. 

Impose the same restrictions on farms and golf courses in regards  to herbicide and pesticide 

use as imposed on residents. Alternatively,  lobby to allow residential, commercial and local 

governmental entities to have the same freedoms as farms and golf courses.

Have more mental health people to help in community

Put a stop to all the free weekly newspapers being delivered whether you want them or not. If 

you drive through neighborhoods you will find them piled up in a mess. When were focused 

on recycling why allow such waste. We get two almost identical papers tossed in our 

driveway each week and we toss both of them straight into the recycling.

Every new or maintained city building should install solar, geothermal and/or wind energy 

systems and adhere to highest standards of efficiency (insulation, LED lighting, etc).  All city 

vehicles should migrate to electric, natural gas or hybrid engines.  

Implement as many green initiatives as we can. We need to move towards recycling at all 

public receptacles, reducing single use items even within the City's initiatives. There are a lot 

of small things that could be done that would increase tourism, quality of life and therefore 

the economy. 

Bring in waste incinerators to reduce landfill usage

Would like to see better facilities for. Garbage transfer, recycling and a composting green 

waste facility, the more we look after our waste the better our rivers and lakes would be 
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Become THE waste reduction capital of Canada. Not only divert the most recycling possible 

but enable maximum reuse (perhaps create some sort of swapping/trading situation - like the 

paint swap program). Also, concentrate on reducing and using recycling materials. Expand 

the federal single use plastic ban, use collected plastics in local road paving, encourage local 

recycling use industry with tax breaks, etc... 

As road surfaces are replaced, widen the paved area to accommodate cyclists - the 

Kawarthas attract SO MANY cyclists but it feels very dangerous to ride on most of our roads. 

As mentioned earlier, incentives for land owners to plant wind/snow break vegetation along 

roadways to reduce blowing snow in winter (not precisely an environment thing but! It would 

reduce sand/salt use and make driving safer, and more trees are ALWAYS good for the 

environment).

Find a way to salvage some of the water expelled when flushing hydrants to be used for 

watering community flowersbeds

Protect land and wetlands making them conservation areas free from motorized vehicles.

Execute the Healthy Environment Plan

Invest/create Green technology

Improve recycling programs: pick up green bin and blue bin items every week (like in 

Peterborough) to avoid people throwing recyclable materials in the garbage in order to get rid 

of it without waiting until the correct week 

I note woodville had no garbage cans in the winter. There should be garbage cans all year 

round. Also recycling options through out the entire area. In Germany they have machines 

you can deposit cans or bottles in and receive a $0.25 for each deposit. It’s an enticement for 

the residents and helps keep the community clean without staff spending time clearing litter.

'- adding charging stations for electric cars

- bulk buy programs for bicycles and helmets to reduce costs to get people cycling

- more recycling receptacles in public spaces

- funding a repair a center for small items so that people can extend the longevity of their 

items instead of replacing them. 

- encouraging landlords to allow tenant gardens and install charging ports in rental properties

- lifting the ban on backyard chickens, encouraging people to connect to their gardens and 

food chain

Hedge rows are disappearing between farm fields as fields are enlarged to accept larger 

computerized machinery.  These are also wildlife corridors.  When one wildlife corridor is 

eliminated another one should be established to maintain links for wildlife.  We need to be 

stewards caring for our local wildlife, sustaining and increasing it.

Prepare and implement a CKL  promotional plan

Case studies - have examples of sustainability or policy that are tried and reported on 

Plant more trees that are adaptable to a changing climate. Plant more native species in 

parks.

Promote net zero buildings.

Ban single use plastics.
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Would like to see a more visual approach to the City's Recycling Program. Elderly sometimes 

done see properly, so having a visual chart on each blue or green box would help to promote 

recycling rather than having to read the book.

It's important to think about how we can be more sustainable and environmentally friendly 

going forward - but perhaps even more important, is to focus on how to change/make up for 

the mistakes we have already made.
Hold property owners (residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional) accountable for 

maintenance and appearance of their property. Derelict properties, brown sites, and poor 

aesthetics suggest we don't care as a community and are detractors to prospective investors 

and visitors.

Promote alternatives to the automobile

I think it is really silly this is limited to 3 options, protecting water quality and protect lakes and 

rivers should be under the same umbrella. The two specific plans should be implemented as 

they are already designed, but efforts should still be made to fulfill all the options on this list.

Better educate residents on good recycling practices

All mentioned above; specifically, electric cars and infrastructure, ie high speed charging 

stations, for a healthy environment and mental health, knowing we are doing a major step of 

solving the climate crisis. Phase out ATVs and off road vehicles move them to roadside trails. 

Let the trails through nature be true nature trails without noisy, smelly, fast and dangerous 

vehicles through the last vestiges of wilderness we have. The beneficial effects of being in 

nature are proven, and known, if you allow yourself to admit this in your soul.
STOP using glyphosate (Roundup) for weed control and ban the sale of this product in 

Kawartha Lakes

Further to the theme - the three principles should be represented for the healthy environment: 

people, planet, profit - they all affect the health of the environment.

By responsibly planning our communities and then encouraging growth and development to 

support those communities makes sense and will be more cost effective.

Everyone doing everything wherever they want to do it is not sustainable. Even discussing it 

or accepting applications in the wrong direction wastes resources.
'Encourage active transportation:  Create a bicycle path beside County Road 8 between 

Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon  (consider starting between Bobcaygeon and Fairbairn)

Add a sidewalk between Case Manor and the Bobcaygeon main street (people using wheel 

chairs and their care givers have no access from Case Manor to go to the library or to go to a 

restaurant without getting into a car)

-separate ATV trails along side roadways and away from nature trails
User pay system for waste.  

In addition to the three I have checked off above, add: 1,2,3,4,8,9.

again emphatically : to make ckl or lg parts thereof and in concert with neighbouring muni's, 

"white" zones of extremely low radiative pollution from communications infrastrcture etc

Maintenance - always look at what you have first before you add. Consider the costs if you 

have to add.  Its great to have a splash pad, but it comes with costs and maintenance for 

future.  Fix and continue fixing your assets

Protect and enhance water quality
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Reduce greenhouse gases

Install solar/battery traffic lights, street lights.  

Promote healthy activity for all ages around the community at an affordable rate.

I have no idea what the Healthy Environment Plan or Integrated Waste Management 

Strategy plans are. Perhaps start will better communications and online resources.

We have to reduce green house gases just to survive and we need water, including lakes 

and rivers. We need to reduce the size of automobiles on the road - away from big gas 

guzzling pickup trucks - a tax credit for small car ownership? Waste management is needed, 

hope our strategy is up to it. Do a better job of allowing people to trade old goods and 

scavenge dump sites. Support the reduction in the use of pesticides and increase support for 

pollinators including bees. Diversify our crops from the usual two or three and encourage 

more hemp growing. Encourage alternative energy sources such as solar and wind power.

Bike and walking paths, more groups like hiking groups or outdoor exercise classes. Have 

the outdoor rinks taken care of in the winter - even string small lights, play music and have a 

hot chocolate hut (or something) so families can enjoy skating. Have a summer festival with 

outdoor music and food - give this community something to be known for. 
Perhapps a better maintenance system of the stormwater that directly flows into the lakes 

and streams.
Debunk myths.  Encourage evidence-based discussions about environmental challenges and 

about history too.  No science is ever settled - hypotheses are always open to challenge - and 

historical facts should be interpreted according to a narrative approach that allows 

EVERYONE the right to express a valid perspective.  Dampen the violent rhetoric against 

critics and contrarians.  Encourage civility and open debate of issues.
No but take a look where tax dollars are being spent. Instead of building stores we dont need, 

renovating empty lots for parking, constantly apply weak fixes for cracked roads just to redo 

in another year, start using this money for what we actually need. Instead of lofts how about 

low income apartments and housing. 
Ban hunting and protect wildlife. Why is the MNR so far away if there are problems with 

hunters. No one is policing hunting and poaching. No one is protecting farm animals. 

Active transportation 

Reduce runoff from farms  and promote not firtilizing lavish  lawns

Find innovative solutions for affordable drinking water

Stop all garbage pick up allowing residents to acknowledge there gross over consumption of 

goods that create waste.

I am not familiar with the IWMS mentioned above - if it includes green bin food composting I 

would vote to move forward with that.

Limit and enforce traffic related to aggregates. Monitor and maintain roads used by trucks.

improve ditching to control run off and flash flooding

waste management and recycling inventory and implementation

Reduce dependency on private vehicles.

Enhance protection of natural shorelines.
Identify a robust natural heritage system and entrench its protection in the Official Plan.  

Implement a Tree-cutting bylaw to control both public and private trees at both the woodland 

and individual tree scales.  Enforce by-laws rigorously to protect the lakes, wetlands, 

watercourses and woodlands.  Make environmental protection the number one priority of this 

City - it is so important.
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Monitor the quarry operations closely in conjunction with the Ministry to ensure compliance.  

Establish haul routes for all of the quarries to ensure large trucks are not trravelling on 

secondary roads but only arterial roads designated as haul routes.

control green house gas emission though promoting more public transit

Be smart with $$ in this area

Good Governance
Are there other actions you would like the city to consider doing in order to 

achieve good governance?
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Good governance should focus on value for money, but also ensuring the public knows 

where and how their money is being spent.

It is a large municipality with diverse needs and challenges. Having an interactive budget 

process whether it is through Town Halls, Open Houses, Online, etc., where people can have 

their say and their input on priorities. AND, if people choose not to have input that's fine - take 

the input you receive, not base decisions on the people who complain the loudest.

What is a diversity plan? 

City Departments have to brake through silos moving forward; notwithstanding historic 

Council decisions, City Departments must adapt and be flexible to support the spirit of 

previous decisions reconciled with the City's current and future goals and objectives.

ALL OF THE ABOVE!!!! There are too many hoops to jump through. Someone can change 

the structure or use of an  entire building and no one is there to stop it. While the person next 

door can't put up a tent in their front yard. Streamline and/or consolidate services, do all 

citizens are allotted the same consideration and treatment. More accountability in all 

departments.

Continue to actively consult with all stakeholders and provide opportunities for citizens to 

contribute to their communities. 

Enact a noise by-law - with penalties - for nuisance barking dogs! Dogs' owners may be 

immune to their dogs barking, but neighbors are not! None-dog owners cannot sit out on their 

own deck or in their backyards without being bombarded by untrained barking dogs! We have 

NINE dogs in 5 homes within 200 feet of our yard and we can no longer sit on our deck or go 

in our yard! When they see us come out,  or even hear our door opening, a couple of these 

dogs go into a frenzy of barking and snarling...to them we are intruders to THEIR space! The 

owners themselves are loud, and seem amused by their dogs behavior. I am over 80, and 

have given up hoping for a few quiet years before I die.
Introduce priority based budget process (PBP) connect with other municipalities that have 

successfully implemented (PBP)

Provide limited service agreements for those who reside on private roads.  

Get staff out of the office to tour the areas within your jurisdiction to see for themselves what 

the issues are and what improvements are needed. Focus on the smaller communities vrs 

Lindsay, Lindsay, Lindsay.
Make roles more clear between departments to prevent confusion and prevent callers from 

being passed along multiple times. 

Ensure the budgets are balanced.

I would like to see more infrastructure for kids. More clean parks, more water parks, 

basketball courts, a decent skate/bike park, more for the teen aged children to do that is free 

or low cost.

Instigate a programme similar to “The mayor’s Hour” that Hazel McCallion of Mississauga 

did. Possibly on a local radio station or a live internet discussion (chat) with the Mayor and 

the entire council in attendance once weekly or by-weekly.
Revise burning bylaw to prevent any burning in urban areas. Those of us without a/c suffer 

heat and health problems because the city bylaw says it is ok for neighbours to have bonfires 

which generate smoke, preventing us from getting fresh air. 
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I think the City already has good governance.  Would be nice to see the City stick to its long 

range financial plans instead of consistently weakening and watering them down by artificially 

flattening tax increases

Councillors need to focus on core items, know when to tell people no

Make staff more accountable, not hiding behind consultants 

Stop spending money on frivolous items, flowers in boulevards
We have had extremely poor customer service from the land tax sales department - manager 

in particular....wondering if departments like that have even received any customer service 

training at all.

All the above are important.  I would not add anything more.  Trying to prioritize is definitely 

difficult.  I believe that positive changes have taken place over the last few years and I am 

happy to live here in the Kawartha Lakes.  I would like to see the various departments at City 

Hall collaborate more effectively.  Especially in regards to communication with the public.  

Manage the city owned land better.  Putting in a water pumping station on park land was 

short sighted.  Also you could have sold the river front property at a tidy sum for development 

instead of putting welfare housing in such a prize spot.  I hope these new properties are 

going to be maintained properly by the residents in order to keep Lindsay looking prosperous!

Operate more like a business than a charity. 

Make the governing body more open minded and grow and deal with our problems efficiently

More surveys

Proper engineering practices to ensure that the new infrastructure (roads, water, sewer, etc) 

can meet its full potential instead of being repaired 3 yrs down the road. No more band aids, 

do it properly the first time
Provide incentives to complete construction jobs within a reasonable timeframe.  Don't start 

too many jobs at once.  Start a few, finish them and then start a few more. 

More communication is key. Specifically education aspects, specifically in the waste 

department. There is serious misunderstandings in the public of what is recyclable and what 

isn't, what programs are offered at the open landfills, how to compost or reduce waste, etc. 

Serious long-term improvements could be easily implemented, if more communication efforts 

could be executed. Whether this is more communication personnel, etc. it is definitely 

needed. 

Pretty tough to select from this list - they all need priority attention. I think greater 

transparency and citizen engagement is a key. This might be accomplished through the 

strategic use of IT. All city data should be freely available to citizens by default. IT should 

have a governance structure that includes citizen participation - a formal governance 

committee with a direction towards Smart City technology (where appropriate). This allows 

citizens with expertise to aid councilors in their role.

Maintain honest and transparent communication.
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Sometimes you have to spend money to make money - so many people want government to 

cut back on spending or to only spend money on the things that are important to *them* - I 

would ask, instead, that you trust your experts, and spend money where they say it is 

required. A vibrant Kawarthas will attract new, tax-paying residents. We need to invest now, 

so that we can reap the rewards in the future.
Reevaluate snow removal routes, especially side walks - IE some lesser used side streets 

may only require one sidewalk to be winter maintained instead of both sides of the street.

Every government should be striving for many more than three of the above items.

Less spending on frivolous items with the tax payers hard earned dollars.

Hire the best people for each job - sometimes seniority lists do not allow this...
Succession planning does not always allow those that are upgrading their education or 

already have the skills to be able to apply for job opportunities because the chosen successor 

has already been enabled through succession planning.

Quit using tax payer dollars to pay for the education of employees.  What has been spent on 

enabling someone to achieve a certification or degree and during work hours (that others 

have paid for and earned on their own time and through their own education expenses) would 

be better spent on providing services to the taxpayers.  Hard to accept that services can't be 

enhanced or provided -- but look at what could be saved.  Providing this type of perk to the 

employee is not the best use of taxpayer dollars.

The sale of municipal building and land should not be done. Consider renting them out as a 

lump sum payment of sales loses revenue long term. Also we need to consider by law 

obstacles for new businesses and affordable housing. 

Protection of historical assets while also being progressive in city planning. It is important to 

safeguard what makes Kawartha Lakes unique even while moving forward utilizing 

technology and social advances to build.
Relationship between elected officials and staff are more clearly defined for the public to 

understand

Expect elected officials to be knowledgeable about issues and understand the issues- more 

training

More Partnerships between the public organizations and the City

Annual reports prepared by departments to show what they have achieved over past year

More working relationships between staff of each departments
Building Permits take unusually long, 6-8 weeks, compared to other neighboring 

Municipalities 1-2 weeks.

Encourage more use of local supplier goods and services.

Increase taxes in accordance with needs
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Yes, with regard to building and housing size limits. Impose a MAXIMUM single unit dwelling 

size to avoid oversize homes, and lower the MINIMUM single unit dwelling size to 400 square 

feet. Build social housing for singles and couples of 400 square feet apartments. No one 

should be homeless or on the street. It makes no sense; all we need to do is build smaller 

units, which would be affordable. Young people starting out, adults who had reached hard 

times or had health issues, young couples saving for a downpayment on an 800 square foot 

home (which we need more of), homeless people - all of these people need a place to safe, 

clean, warm, comfortable place to live. We do NOT need a lot of space, especially when we 

are working two jobs to pay rent or mortages for homes and apartments that are twice the 

size that we need or can afford. But there are no small options available. We need to 

CHANGE our erroneous thinking that we need so much space to live. Only the wealthy can 

think like this; that ship has sailed. The new world has many people living on minimum wage 

and not financially surviving. If we want minimum wages, we need to provide homes that 

people can afford when they live on it. Otherwise we create a negative quality of life, which is 

where we are right now - polarized communities of wealthy versus poor. Small does not need 

to mean decrepit. Clean, proud people would have better quality of life in a small home they 

can afford. And let's make these places energy efficient, well insulated, in floor heating, use 

of heat pumps and high efficiency electric furnaces all save money in a very short 'long run'. 

Energy conserving water systems and hot water heating. Looking after our poor people, not 

as something to be taken care of like a stray dog, but giving them homes they can afford and 

be proud of, should be included in CKL's and in fact EVERY community's top priorities for 

good governance. We are all equal, no matter how much money we are fortunate or 

unfortunate to earn.

remove focus away from Lindsay towards other municipalities that support the tax system.

There are several actions above that speak to the general ones I have selected.

If we focus on the people, the environment, and our budgets (fiscal reality), then we will 

achieve a more sustainable good governance.

We need to define what we have to do, what we would like to do, and how to pay for it.

For instance, allowing everyone who asks to build on unassumed roads will never bring our 

roads database and true asset management costs or true operational costs to the surface. 

Services must be costed and then assessed for the ability for us to provide. The customer is 

everywhere - internal and external - there needs to be a real focus on WHO the customer is.

Continually ask for feedback such as surveys like this.   Good communication on line and 

through newsletters.

reduce waste spending, watching 10 city workers filling in a pot hole is ridiculous 

The city needs to increase it’s tax base, through  growth. 

It also needs to decentralize.  Not everyone wants to go to Lindsay, were I live, if you  can’t 

get it Norland, Coboconk or Minden than it’s Orillia. 

The new Wellness centre planed for Coboconk is a step in the right direction.  If you are 

trying to promote the area as a retirement community you need to provide service in area. 
Maintenance - always look at what you have first before you add. Consider the costs if you 

have to add.  Its great to have a splash pad, but it comes with costs and maintenance for 

future.  Fix and continue fixing your assets
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Again it was very difficult to select only three. All very important. Becoming an Employer of 

Choice would be important based on the retirement rate that could be experienced in the next 

five years. When I selected Accessing Infrastructure Funding I had in mind that there should 

be a go to person at the City that is considered a professional in tracking and preparing grant 

applications. Successful funding submissions would be extremely helpful to the organization.

Listen to the young and working class.  They support the city.  Dont waste tax dollars 

ridiculous ideas like lowering speed limits.  Use the money for something more constructive.  

Add more police. They'll help with speeding and other more important crimes.

Ensure transparency in government using technology and open data. Don't consolidate 

zoning since this will try for a one size fits all solution. Go the other way and make zoning by-

laws situation dependent.

Exceptional customer service will encourage people to collaborate with the city rather than 

see it as an adversary. Provide effective appeals process for by-laws and planning and 

building process.

Do electoral reform to replace the first past the post voting system, how about a ranked 

ballot?

The subbing out of services is not always the best choice.  There are many services that can 

be brought in house in order to improve.

The truth of the matter is, who cares more about your house, you or the contractor working 

on it.  The same principle is true of City services, you have a better chance of a local resident 

and employee caring about their work than a subcontractor who's primary goal is to make a 

profit and stay in business
I think the operation of some city functions should be contracted out to private companies on 

a fee for service basis. An example is by-law enforcement.

Council should direct staff and be more involved in decision-making.

Gotta start small, so honestly more safe disposals, more low income homes, investigate the 

law and officers and hire equal amount of genders so not everything is Male populated and 

biased. Many abused women dont even feel safe to contact police, being black and blue in 

bruises didnt matter to men when it comes to protecting another man. Now a lot of us have 

records for protecting ourselves but in court with even more men, nothing matters. 

Fostering a respectful life and work environment

Remove bylaw dept.  Kawartha Lakes police service gets out of Lindsay and enforce 

municipal and provincial traffic laws. OPP manage all other laws outside traffic and bylaws

Stricter approval and increased scrutiny when purchasing capital assets and hiring of staff

Combine the building dept and kawartha conservation, or something along those lines. 

Having to pay multiple departments and get approvals through multiple departments is a 

waste of time and resources. If you want to attract more people that are willing to build and 

pay taxes, make it easier to do so. 
'-implement, monitor and communicate strategic plan achievements

-communicate success and achievements in all areas to residents and taxpayers  eg "Top 10 

great things that have happened been accomplished by staff and community"  via all different 

types of medias
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cease selling surplus municipal lands that allow or could be used by all residents to access 

water (lakes/rivers) and encourage that use through public information. The city has an 

obligation to keep surplus lands in the hands of the city rather than allow development of 

potential recreational areas

Run the City to provide services, especially to those who are disadvantaged, and not like a 

business with profit motives.  Include Natural Capital on the City's balance sheets to ensure 

that we are not squandering an irreplaceable resource.  Where are the leadership priorities?  

The need to provide governance that reflects the Vision of the City?  These are all tasks to be 

undertaken, but it is leadership that really matters.  It is inspiration, transparency and 

accountability that feeds good governance.

While streamlining the planning and building processes will help, the consolidation of the 

zoning by-law with input from the communities will assist in ensure responsible growth

Full-time jobs with benefits for front-line, customer service workers across all departments. 

no

Remember that while Lindsay is the central hub of CKL more of the population lives outside 

of the town limits and their needs differ (must drive to work therefore unless they offer more 

working from home programs cutting greenhouse gases will be hard to meet, require more 

roads cleared, often high speed internet is unavailable or limited)

Have enough staff to properly carry out the work of each department.

Must pick some areas and focus on them. Not disregard some services and not try to be 

everything to everybody.
Ensure Lean Six Sigma - customer comes first is the driving mandate for all work at the City. 

Especially true when customer is internal. Don't make savings in one department if it costs 

others.
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